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Duckietown

Started in MIT, 2016



Autonomous Driving

Supervised learning: object detection (bounding boxes 

and recognition) + steering angle and speed



Object Detection

Object Classification + Bounding Boxes



Self-driving: motor control

Given image: specific steering angle and speed / motor voltage



Preprocessing

Given image (X) >> 15 angles 

(divide range of angles into 15) (Y)

Resize image to 101x101

Speed is constant



Models

V1: Conv (I: 101x101, F: 10x10, S:1, P:0, ReLu) + Max Pooling 

(2x2) + Conv(I: 46x46, F: 9x9, S:1, P:0, ReLu) + FC (1444) + 

Softmax (O: 15) using only data provided by TA (DS_0)

V2: Conv (I: 101x101, F: 10x10, S:1, P:0, ReLu) + Max Pooling 

(2x2) + Conv(I: 46x46, F: 9x9, S:1, P:0, ReLu) + FC (1444) + 

Softmax (O: 15) using DS_0 + Data recorded by us (DS_1)



Models

V3.1: VGG-16 using DS_0 + DS_1

V3.2: InceptionResNetV2 using DS_0 + DS_1 

V3.3: MobileNet using DS_0 + DS_1

V4: V3.1/3.2/3.3 (choose best) using DS_0 + DS_1 + Data 

from the internet (DS_2) and/or [DS_0 + DS_1] with 

transformations



Models

V5:  V4 but change classification output to more than 15 

(30/60?)

V6 (Final):  V5 + Higher resolution images

Above two require changing ncs_joy_mapper_node.py



What We Actually Did



Pre-processing

Bag2txt.py: takes .bag file and outputs 

images with angle (15 classes)

Challenges:

Weird bugs: invalid classes (-1) and 

more pictures than labels

Imbalanced classes

No scalability



Pre-processing

 Modifications to bag2txt.py to allow for (easy) inclusion of new datasets, only one 

label.txt file, and output more or less imbalanced sets

 Datasets:

 4 K: bag2txt.py V1, only TA data

 6 K: bag2txt.py with our initial set of modifications, only TA data

 24 K: bag2txt.py without care for class balance, only TA data

 3 K: only ours

 9 K: TA data (balanced) + ours

 27 K: TA data (imbalanced) + ours



Data Augmentation

Histogram of current classes, calculate mean and standard deviation

Based on this generate new images (and labels) by adding (random) 

Gaussian and Poisson noise

Reduced standard deviation of sets



Data Augmentation



Data Augmentation

AugOrNot/Dataset TA Only 
(Imbalanced)

Ours Only 
(Imbalanced)

Combined 
(Balanced)

Combined 
(Imbalanced)

NoAug

DataAug



30+ models

2 baseline architectures:

VGG(roup3)-16: VGG-16 with no dropout and L2 regularization on 

all layers

ShallowNet: 2 Conv Layers + 2 FCs

Architecture



Learning Curves

Network
Architecture
/Examples

3232 3978 6682 8992 9712 15416 24232

ShallowNet
(3232 –
28896)

VGG(roup3)-
16 (3232 –
28896)



Training

Most models were trained using RTX 2080 Ti, 16 GB RAM

VGG(roup3)-16 for either 1000/ 3000 epochs

ShallowNet for 1000 epochs

Different L2 regularization coefficient from 0.5 to 0.0005



Deployment

The most successful model was trained for 100 epochs, 

unknown regularization (probably 0.05) and smallest net

Hypothesis: 

Training so short it doesn’t get to overfit to training/testing set

Model so small inference time is closer to real-time performance



Discussion



General Problems

Lack of time: require good 

organization and work distribution

Many parameters to work with: 

integration of software and 

hardware

Hard to troubleshoot sources of error



Deep Learning Problems

Compilation of graph (no 

ArgMax/BatchNorm?)

TensorFlow 1.xx 

compatibility/lack of 

documentation

Inference time? Camera FPS?



Deep Learning Problems

Quality of Data: GIGO

Explainability:

What is the model actually learning?



DL Problems: Reproducibility



DL Problems: Reproducibility



Conclusion

This project allowed us to get in touch with

close to real life deep learning systems and

all the challenges associated with them.

Deep learning is a powerful tool but as

researchers and engineers it’s important to

evaluate the tradeoffs.
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